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Abstract— This paper discusses a greedy decentralized co-
operative search algorithm and its implementation and results
on the Caltech Multi-Vehicle Wireless Testbed (MVWT). The
algorithm uses inter-vehicle communication as a performance
accelerator and is robust against vehicle loss. Testbed vehicles
search a list of spatial targets. Two different types of vehicles
are used for this experiment: the Steelebot, a first order control
vehicle that drives itself with wheels, and the Kelly, a second
order control vehicle that propels itself with fans.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cooperative searching by autonomous vehicles through a
field of potential target sites has a wide range of applications
from military scouting to automated trash collection [1].
The problem considered here is motivated by mine coun-
termeasures (MCM), involving locating, visiting, and iden-
tifying mines from a list of possible target sites. Because
this task can be very hazardous, it is quite appropriate for
the use of autonomous vehicles.

The problem of cooperative target searching has been
discussed theoretically in many recent papers, e.g. [2],
[4], [6], [8], [14], [15]. Topics include path planning, task
allocation, and target assignment. The current work involves
implementing the Fractional Bandwidth approach from [4]
on the Caltech MVWT testbed. There are several highly-
coupled layers involved in this implementation that include
network architecture, software structure, vehicle dynamics,
and point to point control.

The Fractional Bandwidth approach [4] to the MCM
problem is a decentralized algorithm for a group of vehicles
to go to a set of possible target locations. Each vehicle is
capable of accomplishing the entire mission, which makes
this approach robust against vehicle loss and communication
failure. Inter-vehicle communication prevents them from
going to the same target sites, making communication a
performance accelerator.

The Fractional Bandwidth approach is implemented using
a greedy search algorithm [4]. In this algorithm, each
vehicle keeps track of targets asavailable, selected, or
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done, with all targets being initiallyavailable. Each vehicle
also keeps track of itsnext target, which its current target
destination. In field applications such as underwater search-
ing, the vehicles have a limited communication range, thus
we explore the algorithm performance with both fixed and
unlimited communication range.

II. A LGORITHM

A. Description

The following is a description of one iteration of the
greedy search algorithm loop. This loop is continued until
all targets are marked asdone. Each vehicle selects the
nearestavailable target as itsnext target. If there are no
availabletargets, a vehicle selects the nearestselectedtarget
as its next target. The vehicles then communicate their
position information andnext targetselection with other
vehicles within communication range. If they share the same
next targetselection, the vehicle that is farther away from
the target marks this target asselectedso that it would
be able to select anotheravailable target. If they do not
share the samenext targetselection, in the case that the
receivednext targetselection isavailable, it is upgraded to
selected. Vehicles within communication range share their
done target lists and accordingly upgradeavailable and
selectedtargets todone. Each vehicle travels to itsnext
target selection target location. If a vehicle is within the
search radius of the target, the vehicle marks the target as
done.

B. Structure

The greedy algorithm is implemented using the following
structure:

Initialization: Each vehicle has the target locations and
corresponding target flags ofavailable, selected, anddone.
All targets are initiallyavailable. Each vehicle also has a
next targetvariable for the target to which it travels.

Program Loop:
1. Select closest target: Each vehicle selects the nearest
availabletarget. If no target isavailable, the vehicle selects
the nearestselectedtarget. The selected target index is
stored as thenext target. If no availableandselectedtargets
are left, the mission is successful and ends.
2. Communicatenext targetselection: Each vehicle finds
the next targetand position of every other vehicle within
communication range.

a) Arbitrate next targetselection: If two vehicles share
the samenext targetselection, the vehicle that is further



away marks this target asselectedso that it would be able
to select another target that isavailableat step 2 of the next
iteration.

b) Communicatenext targetselection: If two vehicles do
not share the samenext targetselection and the current
status of the receivednext targetselection isavailable, it is
upgraded toselected.
3. Communicatedonetarget list: Each vehicle within com-
munication range share their target lists for all targets they
have asdone. If the receiving vehicle’s target status is
availableor selectedit is upgraded todone.
4. Travel to thenext targetselection target location: This is
done for each vehicle using a point to point controller.
5. Mark located target asdone: For each vehicle, if the
vehicle is within the search radius of the target, it is marked
off as done.
6. Return to step 2 until all targets aredone.

III. T ESTBED IMPLEMENTATION

The greedy search algorithm is implemented on the
Caltech Multi-Vehicle Wireless Testbed (MVWT) [3], a
platform designed for experiments involving cooperative
multi-vehicle control. The MVWT consists of vehicles that
can communicate over a wireless network, an arena for the
vehicles to run in, an overhead camera system called the
Lab Positioning System (LPS), and an off board computer
network. Each vehicle in the MVWT has an onboard com-
puter, onboard sensors, and an 802.11b wireless Ethernet
card [3]. The vehicles wear hats that the vision system uses
to identify each vehicle, its position, and its orientation. The
greedy search algorithm is implemented on two different
types of vehicles, the Steelebots and the Kellys.

A. Steelebot Implementation

The greedy algorithm is implemented on the Steelebots
because their first order dynamics make them the easiest
vehicle on which to implement a point to point controller.
The algorithm is implemented using a centralized computer
network and point to point controller that sends velocity
commands to the Steelebots.

Steelebot.The Steelebot, see Fig. 1 (top), was produced
at the University of West England [9]. It has a two wheel
differential drive system with an independent actuator for
each wheel. This makes it useful for experiments that
require a vehicle with the ability to make sharp turns and
to brake. The Steelebot is based on two main systems. The
first is a tiny Amporo PC that runs the Linux operating
system. The second is a large motherboard that provides
power for operation and communication among the various
devices on the robot [11]. The Steelebot has an 802.11b
wireless Ethernet card that it uses to communicate on the
MVWT wireless network.

Centralized Network Structure and Software. The
Steelebot implementation of the greedy algorithm uses the
MVWT Application Programmer Interface (API) [7] and
its centralized computer network, shown in Fig. 2. The

Fig. 1. Steelebot picture (top). Kelly picture (bottom)

Fig. 2. The MVWT API architecture [7], which is used in the Steelebot
greedy algorithm implementation.



API was derived from the RoboFlag architecture [5] and
developed for users to control robots on the MVWT testbed.
RoboFlag is a robotic capture the flag game involving
multiple vehicles and humans in the loop. The MVServer
is a communication interface from RoboFlag between off
board computers, the vision system, and robots in the field.
The MVWT API was designed to allow users to develop
application programs that interface with the MVServer.
Programmers would write custom code that interfaces with
the API functions, forming the Client. The MVWT API has
been tested to work on computers running Windows XP, and
the MVServer runs on Linux.

In the Steelebot implementation of the greedy algorithm,
the Client program receives position information for the
vehicles in the field and stores the target status lists and
next target selection for each vehicle. The inter-vehicle
communication is simulated in the Client by storing and
communicating the target information for each vehicle in
the field. The Client is also used to limit the communication
range between vehicles. The experiments are carried out
using either one or two Steelebots, and easily scale to
multiple robots.

Point to Point Controller. The MVWT API provides
the point to point controller used on the Steelebots [7]. The
controller calculates the x-position error and the y-position
error, which are the coordinate differences between the
vehicle’s current position and target position, respectively.
It sets the x-velocity and y-velocity commands proportional
to the x-position error and y-position error. These velocity
commands are sent to the Steelebots, which run a controller
from RoboFlag that translate these velocity commands into
a magnitude and direction.

B. Kelly Implementation

The greedy algorithm is implemented on the Kellys
because their second order dynamics are closer to a typical
underwater vehicle used for MCM applications. This im-
plementation uses a decentralized computer network where
the processing is done onboard each Kelly.

Kelly. The Kelly, see Fig. 1 (bottom), slides on three
omni-directional casters and is driven by two ducted fans.
Its processing is done by an onboard 700 MHz laptop
computer that runs QNX, a real time operating system.
Kellys can communicate with each other and with a central
command computer via the Local Wireless Network [10].

The Kelly is a second order dynamic vehicle whosex, y
coordinate positions and orientationθ are described by the
following equations of motion [3], [10]:

mẍ = −µẋ+ (FR + FL) cos(θ), (1)

mÿ = −µẏ + (FR + FL) sin(θ), (2)

Jθ̈ = −ψθ̇ + (FR − FL)rf . (3)

In the above,FR andFL are the right and left fan forces,
respectively. The fans are separated by the length2rf . The
mass ism and mass moment of inertia isJ . The linear

Fig. 3. An overhead representation of the MVWT vehicle Kelly [3].

Fig. 4. The computer network architecture of the Kelly greedy algorithm
implementation.

viscous friction coefficient and rotational viscous friction
coefficient areµ and ψ, respectively. See Fig. 3 for an
overhead representation of the Kelly showingx, y, θ, FR,
FL, andrf .

Decentralized Network Structure and Software.The
greedy algorithm implementation on the Kellys uses a
decentralized computer network, as shown in Fig. 4. This
decentralized network architecture with onboard processing
and peer to peer communication is true to the intended
field applications. The Kellys are connected to the vision
computer system and to each other via the Local Wireless
Network. They each receive their own position information
from the Lab Positioning System. Each Kelly periodically
communicates its position information, target list containing
the status of each target, andnext targetselection. The
position information is communicated to limit the com-
munication range between Kellys. If the communication
range is limited, the target list andnext targetinformation
received from another vehicle is ignored unless it is within
communication range.

Point to Point Controller. The point to point controller
on each Kelly is implemented using the Virtual Attractive
Repulsive Potential control method [13]. A virtual attractive
potential is located at the target site and removed once the
vehicle reaches that point. The virtual potential attracts the
vehicle according to the force law [12]:

m
d~w

dt
= m

d2~z

dt2
= α~ξ − β ~w −∇~z

[
−Cae

− ‖~z−~z0‖
la

]
, (4)



Fig. 5. One vehicle, three targets. The x’s represent the target locations,
the circle represents the vehicle starting point, the dotted line shows the
simulation vehicle path, and the solid line shows the live run vehicle path.
The axes are labeled in meters.

where~z, ~w represent the position and velocity of the vehi-
cle; ~ξ is the unit vector in the direction of~w, ~z0 represents
the position of the target;α is a self-propulsion force in the
direction the vehicle is headed;β is the friction coefficient;
Ca defines the strength of the attractive potential, which
decays exponentially according to the characteristic lengths
la. Refer to [13] for a discussion of how equation (4) maps
onto equations (1-3) in order to directly set the fan speeds.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS

A. Steelebots

Experiments are conducted using the Steelebots to verify
that the algorithm is producing expected results. Each
experiment is first run on a numerical simulation, and then
its results are compared with those from the testbed using
the Steelebots.

One Vehicle, Three Targets.Fig. 5: The vehicle con-
sistently travels to the next closest available target in both
the simulation and in the testbed implementation and ends
its mission when all three targets are found. Notice that in
the live run, the vehicle goes through the first and second
targets, and not the third target. This is because the live run
uses a threshold distance of 0.2 m between the target and
the vehicle to consider a targetdone, while the simulation
uses only 0.02 m for this threshold.

Two Vehicles, Two Targets, Unlimited Communication
Range.Fig. 6 (top): With unlimited communication range,
the vehicles go to their nearest available target. Once they
get to their targets, they communicate their target lists and
stop moving since all the targets are found.

Fig. 6 (bottom): Even though both vehicles are initially
closer to the same target, they successfully arbitrate their
next targetselection with unlimited communication range.
The one closer to this target goes to it while the other
vehicle immediately goes to the other target. As in the single
vehicle case, the vehicle paths from the live runs do not
fully cover the targets because the experimental threshold

Fig. 6. Two vehicles, two targets, unlimited communication range. The
x’s represent the target locations, the circles represent the vehicle starting
points, the dotted lines show the simulation vehicle paths, and the solid
lines show the live run vehicle paths. The axes are labeled in meters.

distance of 0.2 m is larger than the simulation threshold
distance of 0.02 m.

Two Vehicles, Two Targets, Limited Communication
Range.Fig. 7 (top): With communication range limited to
one meter, each vehicle travels to its nearest available target,
and then moves towards the other target. They move within
communication range, share target lists, and complete the
mission.

Fig. 7 (bottom): Communication range is limited to one
meter. Both robots start off traveling to their nearest target
locations, and they arbitrate theirnext targetselections once
they are within communication range. When this happens,
the vehicle that is further away begins moving towards the
other target. As in previous runs, the live run has a larger
threshold distance than the experimental run.

Two Vehicles, Three Targets, Limited Communication
Range. Fig. 8: With communication range limited to one
meter, the vehicles start off 0.75 m from each other.
They go to their closest targets, while communicating their
next targetselection and target lists. As a result of their
communication, they then travel toward the target at (0.5,
-2.5) and finish when the first robot reaches this target.

B. Kellys

Experiments are conducted using the Kelly to test the
algorithms with vehicles that have second order dynamics.



Fig. 7. Two vehicles, two targets, limited communication range. The x’s
represent the target locations, the circles represent the vehicle starting
points, the dotted lines show the simulation vehicle paths, and the solid
lines show the live run vehicle paths. The axes are labeled in meters.

Fig. 8. Two vehicles, three targets, limited communication range. The
x’s represent the target locations, the circles represent the vehicle starting
points, the dotted lines show the simulation vehicle paths, and the solid
lines show the live run vehicle paths. The axes are labeled in meters.

Fig. 9. Two Kellys performing the greedy search algorithm with four
targets. The solid colored triangle and solid colored circle represent
the vehicle current locations, and the solid lines that follow them are
their paths. The radii of the circles around the vehicles represent half
the distance over which the vehicles can communicate; thus the vehicles
communicate when the circles intersect. The vehicle communication range
is 1.5 m, so the circles have radii of 0.75 m. The squares with x’s in them
represent the target locations. The axes are labeled in meters.

Two Vehicles, Four Targets, Limited Communication
Range. Two Kellys are used to search four targets. Com-
munication range is limited to 1.5 m. The run is shown
in Fig. 9. The starting positions of the Kellys put them
out of communication range and they start moving toward
the same target. The Kellys then move into communication
range and arbitrate theirnext targetselection (Fig. 9a). The
one that is further away selects a different target. After the
next targetarbitration, the Kellys attempt to locate their
selected targets (Fig. 9b). Having located their first targets,
the Kellys select new targets and move towards them (Fig.
9c). When one of the Kellys locates the last remaining
target, the other Kelly has moved within communication
range and they communicate their target lists (Fig. 9d). At
this point, the vehicles have accounted for all the targets,
and they stop moving since their mission is complete.

Note that the second order dynamics give the Kellys’
trajectories considerable amounts of oscillation. As a result,
the live runs with the Kellys use a threshold distance of 0.3
m between the target and the vehicle to consider a target
done.

Two Vehicles, Four Targets, Unlimited Communica-
tion Range. Two Kellys are used to search four targets.
Communication range is unlimited. The following is a
description of the run at each point in time shown in Fig.
10.

Fig. 10a (27 seconds): The Kellys are traveling to the



Fig. 10. Two Kellys performing the greedy search algorithm with four
targets. The solid colored triangle and solid colored circle represent the
vehicle current locations, and the solid lines that follow them are their
paths. The communication range is unlimited. The squares with x’s in
them represent the target locations. The axes are labeled in meters.

same target. The one that is closer to the target begins
oscillating and does not reach the target.

Fig. 10b (32 seconds): The Kelly that was closer to the
target at 27 seconds continues to oscillate and does not
reach the target. The other Kelly moves towards this target,
reaches it, and the mission is complete. This demonstrates
the algorithm’s robustness against vehicle failure.

V. CONCLUSION

The live run data from both the Steelebots and Kellys
demonstrate the greedy search algorithm performing well
in a physical environment. This validates the greedy search
algorithm’s structure and effectiveness. It also demonstrates
that the algorithm can be successfully adapted to different
vehicle types, network architectures, and software struc-
tures. The fact that the simulation data and the data from
the Steelebot runs match up very closely can be attributed
to the accurate point to point control on vehicles with first
order dynamics.

The Kellys, with their second order dynamics, have less
accurate point to point control than the Steelebots and thus
require a larger threshold distance between the target and

the vehicle to consider a targetdone. Fig. 10 shows the
algorithm’s robustness against vehicle failure. The live run
data showing the greedy search algorithm working well
on the Kellys is particularly significant as it indicates the
algorithm has promise for underwater or aerial vehicles that
have second order dynamics.

The greedy search algorithm is a simple and effective
approach that is useful for developing the implementation
framework for more sophisticated algorithms. Future work
could involve the testbed implementation of different algo-
rithms for task assignment and might also handle dynamic
target generation as in [6].
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